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Abstract
In the global economy, causing the inefficient use of natural resources, the development of industry production
of genetically modified foods and the reduction of quality agricultural land, info propaganda against the
deteriorating environmental situation becomes larger and modern society increasingly focuses on improving the
quality of life of the population. The current socio-economic situation encourages Russian companies to develop
new environmentally-oriented approaches to the organization of marketing activities.
But in Russia, the institutional environment of the Russian market does not allow environmentally-oriented
enterprises to introduce new marketing tools, i.e. it is characterized by inadequate perfect the legal framework
governing the interaction of all stakeholders in this market. Including Russia not adopted legislation on
environmental labeling, and therefore extend unfair environmentally-oriented advertising and eco-branding
enterprises, industrial and commercial activity which often does not respond positional enterprises environmental
performance of products. Despite the lack of development of the institutional environment of the market,
production and sale of organic products as a relatively advanced segment of the markets of developed foreign
countries and is the premium segment of the market of developing countries, including in Russia. Due to the
increasing environmental food crises of the last decade, increasing worries about the harm of genetically
modified products, the expansion of state initiatives environmentally-oriented production and trade, Russia's
WTO accession is obvious very promising development of the market of organic products in Russia. However,
tools of marketing activities of Russian eco-oriented businesses are also not worked either theoretically or
practically. Recognized only need environmental responsibility before society, and formal areas and forms of its
realization are virtually absent.
The relevance of the study is due to the need of development of methods and tools for environmental marketing
as a condition for the development of domestic enterprises competitiveness. The article deals with environmental
marketing as a tool to control consumer preferences through a marketing mechanism to identify consumer
demand for environmental products and a set of tools to promote products based on the greening of business
(office space, product, business principles). The authors propose methods of marketing and statistical research of
consumer preferences in the market, the use of which allows you to effectively perform market objectives to
promote the national environmental products in the regional market, and it is filled with a variety of quality
products and competitive child, primarily Russian-made, and create export potential to exit to electronic foreign
market.
Keywords: demand, consumer preferences, earth-friendly products, environmental marketing, management,
monitoring, small business
1. Introduction
In Russia, the environmental needs of both the needs of higher level, compared with material or other types of
demand, the scale of individual and social preferences have moved into the background due to dissatisfaction
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with the material and social needs. Decline in living standards has led many Russian consumers to abandon the
usual level of consumption and to reduce their requirements to a minimum. Most of the population follows a
functional model of consumption, mindless consumption (Leonard, 2010). Conscious choice of organic products
refers to the model of the trend of consumption, which has become a part of their traditional way of life. For this
reason, environmental marketing tools will be needed for the development of the market for environmental
products. Therefore, Russian enterprises should actively use the tools of environmental marketing in entering the
world market, as the global market environmental factor is taken into account by enterprises in development
strategies. In the Russian market environmental factor still does not fulfill such a role, as the demand for organic
products has small volumes, to assess which is not possible because there is no official statistics on this market.
You can only rely on the private study of Russian specialists. So spent in St. Petersburg in 2008, the study found
that nearly 53% of respondents pay attention to the presence of the sign on the packaging, certifying product
safety for health and the environment. For 48% of St. Petersburg care about their health and care for the
environment is the most important factor that they are guided by purchasing environmentally friendly products.
Interestingly, in a similar survey in 2006 the most important factor was named the care of their health (Anon,
2013).
In the transition from traditional marketing to environmental changes play a key role in information systems and
communications (Anon, 2009). Formation of any development strategy using tools of environmental marketing
is based on the identification of new issues, market trends and the state of science and technology (Budanov,
2013). Without market research it is impossible to get accurate information about effective marketing policy.
Since environmental marketing is aimed at integrating environmental considerations into business activities,
without accurate information about the effects of the firm and its competitors on the environment, on consumer
attitudes towards eco-oriented companies and products on their preferences and lifestyle, it cannot be
implemented .
In a continuous flow of information it is necessary to get all elements of the system of environmental marketing,
especially life-cycle analysis, environmental audits and environmental impact assessment. Information on the
environmental effectiveness of the company as a whole is the basis for making marketing decisions. In this
regard, an environmentally-oriented businesses need in the marketing of environmental information that will
allow them to move from a random, natural to the systematic process of gathering and processing information.
Such information systems would create opportunity for managers to make effective decisions and be a database
of information on requests of market-partners. They should be used to support marketing objectives and
marketing strategy. Ultimately, the goals and the strategy should be consistent with the objectives of sustainable
development through the use of environmental management techniques and strategies. This correspondence is in
a developing concept of environmental marketing will be carried out by all subjects self-regulated marketing
system of environmental information and communications.
2. Materials
This article uses material obtained in the course of the authors of marketing research. In this case, the authors
have identified ways to solve problems, develop plans and methods of marketing research, formulated the
subject of study and object of research.
As primary sources of information were used original studies, based on a survey of support groups. Support
groups are typically used to verify the results of mass surveys. Data collection through surveys support groups
provides an opportunity to obtain more objective information, as it removes the negative effect of mass screening,
which is expressed in a large number of interviewees who are trying to appear more true than they really are
(Borodin, 2014).
Secondary information was obtained from the publications of trade and industry associations, trade journals,
publications devoted to environmental issues, magazines and newspapers to consumers, trade unions materials,
annual reports and surveys, market review. Secondary sources allow you to create a useful reference library in
the enterprise and to generate information on the tendencies of the market. Market research on the state of the
market and consumer preferences plays important role for the media. Unfortunately, the Russian market for
environmental marketing research there is a demand, but they have not yet received their development.
3. Subject Area Description
Marketing research is an integral part of the environmental marketing, presenting an analytical direction and
focusing on the solving of practical problems. However, research results are the basis for the process control
(Volosatova, 2014).
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Marketing mechanism for identifying demand is a regular collection and analysis of media marketing,
information on consumer behavior, attitudes and intentions. Consumers are the external environment, which
deals with their general characteristics. Calculation and measurement of the observed dynamics parameters allow
generate events for the restructuring of the complex environmental marketing.
General marketing information systems are described in detail in the prior art of marketing. Accordingly, the
system marketing environmental information can be regarded as part of the overall system, which generates a
flow of information about one of the factors marketing environment.
Environmental Certification Center is seen as a marketing decision and environmental labeling - as a means of
integrated marketing communications initiated by the marketing department. If a certificate is understood
environmental affiliation environmental image of the company, the initiators should act PR-department and / or
the Board of Directors (Kharkov, 2014). Elaborating on these findings, we add, no matter at what level the
decision on environmental certification, at the strategic or technical, the implementation of that decision is
carried out by employees of the marketing department.
Environmental marketing is the modern concept of entrepreneurship. The success of the company is directly
related to consumer behavior, which is acquiring the goods, affects the position of the company on the market,
being the source of his income (Dahlstrom, 2010). The consumer is the object of control. Control is not as such
the consumer, and the ratio of consumer to the product, the desire to purchase the product and sales goals, in
terms of the act of purchase. Through the negotiation of capabilities and needs of potential consumers demand
generated. And in environmental marketing for marketing management means the management of demand
(Kotler, 2007).
4. Method
Information flows related to monitoring, it flows to the medium of marketing and consumer behavior. Thus,
monitoring demand for ecological products through market research is a priority element of the entire marketing
mix (Grant, 2007). Even if the company has not clearly defined the boundaries of their marketing mix, the
method of monitoring consumer demand must be developed. This does not necessarily independently develop
this technique, and you can refer to marketing agencies (Akopova, 2013).
As a validation of the proposed findings, this approach is applied to a particular enterprise, namely the
Internet-shop of children's goods «Galaktiika.ru». The mission of this commercial enterprise is "All that is
necessary for the mother and baby, we will deliver at a convenient time for you! And the process of selection of
goods will be for you easy and enjoyable. "
Medium-term objectives, it is advisable to put that trade enterprise «Galaktiika.ru», are as follows: 1 Ensure that
the range of products consisted only of high quality and competitive children's production (100%), primarily of
Russian production, which will be included in the content of the Strategy development of children's products
industry for the period up to 2020. Now on the Russian market is dominated mostly imported goods, the share
ranges from 60% in the segment of children's cosmetics and products for babies up to 90% in the segment of
children's shoes, clothing and toys; 2 Create the export potential (up to 20-30%) to exit for electronic foreign
market.
As a means of achieving these objectives is proposed environmental marketing as a set of tools to promote
products based on the greening of business (office space, product, business principles) (Popkova, 2014). But
before you start to realize this idea, it is necessary to monitor the current target market, and at the moment is the
regional market, the geography of which – Volgograd district.
The methods of marketing analysis in the study of selected theoretical direction of statistical analysis are
selection, grouping, classification, analysis of the relationship and multivariate analysis (Tinyakova, 2013). The
content of the proposed research methodology identified areas of marketing research, following which you can
carry out your market objectives. We identified four stages in the process of organizational marketing research:
the development of the general concept of specific research, development plan and research methodology,
research, presentation of the results.
(1). Development of a common vision:
1.1). Tendencies. Considering children's products as a product, we can say that this product is currently
very controlled product of the state, as the sphere of the production of children's products is a particular
area that remained without proper attention to a certain stage of social transformation in Russia;
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1.2). The problem of the study iss as follows: - the lack of ann established rreliable infrasttructure market and
as a cconsequence of
o the lack of qquality, certified products on the Russian m
market of childrren's goods;
1.3). Solutions to thhe problem - thhe introductionn of instrumennts of environm
mental marketinng.
1.4). The object off study - the pperson of the ffemale sex, agged 18 to 30 yyears, since it is this category of
peoplle is of strattegic importannce for businness in the m
market of children's goods. Firstly, the most
approopriate age forr giving birth aabout 18 to 300 years, accordding to the Minnistry of Healtth. Namely forr this
target audience is directed businness online stoore «Galaktiikaa.ru». Secondlly, even if at this age girls aged
from 18 to 30 yearrs old are not planning a pregnancy, it is this group of people in the medium term
m will
preseent a unique tarrget audience.
1.5). Subject of reesearch - to iddentify the facctors shaping consumer behhavior in the market of org
ganic
produucts, the attitudde of modern m
mass consumeers to producerrs, the relationnship of consum
mers and produ
ucers
in thee market, the leevel of environnmental awareeness of the Ruussian populatiion
(2). Develop a plan and methods of m
marketing reseaarch: 2.1 develoopment of the questionnaire, the questionn
naire;
2.2 cchoice of studyy; 2.3 The schheduling of thhe study; 2.4 ddetermination of quota samppling studies - 400
people (sex - femalle, health care - yes, the mainntenance of heealth - a healthyy diet).
(3). Study..
(4). Presenntation of the results.
r
5. Results
multivariate annalysis of the results obtainned in the coourse of mark
keting
We analyzze the relationships and m
research.
Number of respondents girls aged froom 18 to 30 yeears, health-coonscious, is 644%. The otherr girls (34%) to the
question ““Do you Take care of your hhealth?”. Almoost all answereed in the negattive. Only 2% of the respond
dents
answered iin the negativee women, as reeflected in Figuure 1.
Do you take carre of your hearth?
No, 2%
%
Somettimes, 34%
Yes, 64%

Figuure 1. Answerss to girls aged 18 to 30 years to the question ”Do you Takke care of yourr health?”, %
maintain healtth in great shaape?”. Reflects the
Answers tto the questionn “What is ennough, in yourr opinion, to m
pattern 2 886% of girls said
s
that to m
maintain healthh in great shappe enough to eexercise regulaarly. 84% of those
t
surveyed women believve that to maaintain health in great shappe must also follow a heaalthy diet. Tha
at is,
respondennts in answerinng the questionn referred to m
more than one aanswer, and reggular exercise and a healthy diet.
It can be cconcluded that the sports-orieented girls chooose healthy fooods.
What is enough, in yoour opinion, to main
ntain health in greaat shape?
100%

86%

8
84%
40%

50%

5%

0%
Regular sport

Healthhy eating

Regular outdoor reccreation

Hardeening of cold water

What is enough, in your opinnion, to mainta
ain
Figure 22. Answers to girls aged 18 tto 30 years to tthe question ”W
health inn great shape?””, %
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The question “What measures do you personally to be healthy?” Is open, and when you answer it, there were
different responses, which can be seen in Figure 3 is interesting for our study is to answer “Do not eat foods that
contain GMOs”, only 2% of respondents pay attention to environmental factors in the selection of products for
your diet. Yet 40% of respondents polled quality feed in order to maintain good health.
What measures do you personally to be healthy?
Nothing

3%

Go into the pool

2%

Been dancing

2%

I go to the bath

2%

Rest on the nature

3%

Watch for hygiene

5%

Hardenable

5%

Eat vegetabels

2%

Eat frutes

7%

Live without bad habits

9%

Take vitamins

14%

Warmly dressed

14%

Visit doctors

29%

Do sports

48%

Qualitatively eat

40%

Do not eat foods containing GMOs

2%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Figure 3. Answers to girls aged 18 to 30 years to the question ”What measures do you personally to be
healthy?”, %
The next question to consider is, “What do you mean by the concept of “healthy eating”? What associations do
you come from? ". Responses to this question were as follows in Figure 4 “balanced diet” - 60% “quality food” 40%, "the power of environmentally friendly products" - 28%, "vegetarian food" - 0%. When answering this
question sounded own answers that are not listed in the questionnaire: “foods without additives and dyes” - 5%,
“food home-made food” - 2%, “the daily use of liquid hot dish” - 2%. The answer is “no food additives and dyes”
is valuable for us, which shows the importance of naturalness used products, though, and for a small number of
respondents, because naturalness is the main feature of ecological products. Also, the responses showed that 28%
of respondents “healthy eating”, associated with environmental products, so you can definitely use the
environmental factor in the promotion of food to children.
What do you mean by the concept of ”healthy eating ”? What associations do you come from?
Daily consumption of liquid hot dish

2%

Nutrition homemade food

2%

Foods without additives and colorings

5%

Environmentally friendly products

28%

Good nutrition

40%

Balanced eating

60%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Figure 4. Answers to girls aged 18 to 30 years, the question ”What do you mean by the concept of ”healthy
eating ”? What associations do you come from?”, %
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Open-endeed question, "D
Do you pay atttention only too the quality off food, or as too the quality off other products? If
yes, what?? "Responses were
w received, as reflected inn Figure 5, as" the quality off products "- 100%. The remaining
90% of resspondents payy attention to thhe quality of oother products. And 10% of rrespondents onnly pay attention to
the qualityy of the food. Thus,
T
10% of respondents ppay attention too the quality of all products, 10% - only on the
quality of food and the remaining 80%
% concerned aabout the quallity of food prroducts and soome other prod
ducts
(cosmeticss, clothes, shoees, electronicss, medicine, m
machinery, houssehold chemiccals, hygiene pproducts, perfu
umes,
householdd items). All the results can bbe analyzed in F
Figure 6.
Do you pay attention only to the quallity of food, or as too the quality of otheer goods?

The quality of all produccts and
other goods

80%

Only
y the quality of all prroducts

10%

The quality of all prroducts

10%
0%

10
0%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%
%

70%

8
80%

90%

fo
Figure 5. Answers to giirls aged 18 to 30 years to thee question ”Doo you pay attenntion only to thhe quality of food,
or as to the quaality of other gooods?”, %

only to the quality off food, or as to the quality
q
of other products? If yes, what??
Do yyou pay attention o
Household items

2%

Perfumes

2%

Hygiene products

2%

H
Household chemicals

2%

Cars

2%

Drugs

2%

Technics

13%

Shoes

28%

Clothes

72%

Cosmetics

47%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%
%

80%

fo
Figure 6. Answers to giirls aged 18 to 30 years to thee question ”Doo you pay attenntion only to thhe quality of food,
or as to thhe quality of otther products?? If yes, what?””, %
Thus, we ccan conclude that
t
the methoods and means of promoting almost every group of consuumer goods sh
hould
be based oon environmenntal factors, esppecially cosmeetics, clothes annd shoes.
To the quuestion "Do yoou read the coomposition of components ((substances, m
materials), whiich is listed on
n the
product beeing purchasedd?" 47% of resspondents answ
wered yes, 50%
% said that theey sometimes rread up, and 3%
% do
not read onn the label of the
t product. Thhis distributionn reflects the reesponses show
wn in Figure 7.

Do you reead the composition
n of components (su
ubstances, materialss), which is listed on
n the product being
No, p
purchased?
3%
Y
Yes, 47%
Soometimes, 50%
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Figure 77. Answers to girls aged 18 tto 30 years to tthe question ”D
Do you read thhe compositionn of componen
nts
(substtances, materiaals), which is llisted on the prroduct being purchased?”, %
t “pay you atttention to thee eco-labeled pproducts?” Reespondents ansswered as folllows:
However, when asked to
% “sometimess” - 26% “no” - 17%, “No, bbut it is” - 33%
%.
“yes” - 14%
nvironmental labelin
ng of products?
Are yyou drawn to the en
Yes, 14%
No, what is it?, 333%

Sometimes, 26%
No, 116%

Figure 8. Answers to giirls aged 18 to 30 years to thhe question ”Are you drawn tto the environm
mental labeling
g of
prooducts?”, %
Responsess are displayedd in Figure 8, iindicate that 47% of responddents who readd the composittion of the product,
pay attentiion to environm
mental labelinng only a thirdd of respondentts (14% of all respondents oof the responde
ents).
And 33% of respondennts and did nnot know whaat the eco-labbeling, indicatiing that the llow environm
mental
awareness of modern Ruussian consumers.
The next sset of questionns aimed at finnding effective means of advvertising campaigns on the m
market of child
dren's
goods, to determine thhe factors thaat govern the girls while shopping, andd the identificcation of posssible
motivationnal factors thatt may be used w
when promotinng children's pproducts.
To the queestion “Where are you most likely to comm
mit their purchhases?”. Answeers were distriibuted as follow
ws in
Figure 9: 557% of responndents make ppurchases onlinne grocery shoopping" MAN ", 33% - in thhe grocery cha
ain of
“Magnit”, 28% - in the online
o
grocery stores “Pyaterrochka”, 8% - in the networkk thrifty stores "Ruble Boom
m", 63%
- in the grrocery chain “Radezh”,
“
10%
% - in the hyypermarket ME
ETRO Cash & Carry, 33% - in a networrk of
hypermarkkets "Roundabout" - 33% hyypermarket chaain "Okay", 22% - in the hyppermarket “Lennta”, 16% - at fairs,
food markkets, 0% - from
m online stores. There were aalso own and aanswered: “in a network of hhypermarkets “Real”
“
- 12%, “hyypermarket “A
Ashan” - 5%, thhe store “Gourrmet” - 2% “inn the network” Plus” - 4 %.

Where arre you most likely to commit their purrchases?
Fairs and marketts

16%

Internet-shopps

0%

Reaal

12%

ASHAN
N

5%

Gurmaan

2%

Pluus

4%

Lentta

22%

OK
K

333%

Caruseel

333%

Metrro

10%

Radezzh

63%

RubleBum
m

8%
%

Piatyorochkka

28%

Magnnit

333%

MAN
N

57%
%
0%

%
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%
%

70%

Figuree 9. Answers too girls aged 18 to 30 years too the question ””Where are yoou most likely tto commit theiir
purrchases?”, %
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Thus, the most popular shops are Raddezh, MAN, O
OK, Carousel m
magnet. Factors influencing the choice off data
stores by cconsumers aree a wide rangee (62% of all respondents ssurveyed) and convenient loocation (66% of
o all
respondennts of the respoondents). Also on store choicce is affected bby such factorss as the qualifieed staff (3%), fresh
and qualityy products (11%), low prices (31%), the ppresence in the range of naturral products (eeco-friendly, “bio”)
(3%). It caan be concludeed that the deveelopment of Innternet-shop neeed to take intoo account the kkey factors sha
aping
the choice of store. And,, despite the faact that “the prresence in the rrange of naturaal products (ecco-friendly, “bio”)”
and "freshh and high quallity products," draws attentioon to a small nnumber of connsumers still neeed to consider this
factor. Sinnce ceteris paaribus at a coonvenient locaation of retail space, a widde assortment of qualified staff,
affordable prices will haave decisive im
mportance of ffactors such as fresh, qualityy products andd organic food
ds, as
competitioon intensifies and
a intermediaaries (traders) have to find new methods and a means of promoting their
business annd gaining cusstomers. Factoors influencing the choice of shopping refleected in Figuree 10.
Despite thhe fact that thhe survey show
wed zero inteerest in onlinee shopping, it does not dim
minish their ap
ppeal.
Regional oonline shoppinng slow but proogressive increease their turnoover rate and aacquire new cuustomers. Certtainly,
the successs of these storres will depend on the above factors, and the effectivenness of the advvertising campaign,
the develoopment of whicch it is necessary to take intto account the popularity of shopping storres in the regio
on by
selecting thhe most popullar as advertisinng platforms.

Why is it in
n these places you m
make your purchasee? What do you likee about them?
Sttock range of naturall products

3%
%

L
Law prices

31%

Goood quality

11%

Qualified ppersonnel

3%
%

Conveniennt location

66%

W
Wide range

62%
0%

10%

20%

%
40%

30%

50%

60%

70%

Figuree 10. Answers to girls aged 118 to 30 years to the questionn ”Why is it inn these places yyou make yourr
purcchase? What doo you like abouut them?”, %
Next, conssider how the respondents
r
reelate to the factt that environm
mental goods hhave higher priices, and wheth
her it
is justifiedd. This distribuution of responnses is shown inn Figure 11.
In general, ecco-friendly productss are presented in a higher price categgory. Do you think tthat such high pricees are
justified?
7%
%
18%
3%

63%
Yes, the hhigher the quality, thhe higher the price
Yes, the uusefulness of the prooduct, the higher the cost
No, usefuul products can be afffordable
I do not kknow, the producers know better

Figure 111. Answers to girls
g
aged 18 to 30 years to tthe question ”IIn general, ecoo-friendly prodducts are presen
nted
in a higgher price categgory. Do you tthink that suchh high prices arre justified?”, %
t
most peopple think that the quality annd usefulness of the producct is not a facttor in
The responnses showed that
increasing the value of thhe product, so you need to ddevelop an effeective pricing ppolicy and com
mpetently enga
age in
the promottion of produccts, justifying thhe increase in the cost of com
mpelling markketing solutionns.
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The next question, ”What is the fact you might have to convince yourself to buy your product is environmentally
friendly?”. Answers were distributed as follows in Figure 12: ”the existence of a distinctive sign, approved by
special institutions” - 60% ”if the product is local producer” - 18%, "if advised friends" - 2%, "composition" 5%, "date of manufacture" - 2% "if the person has already used" - 2%, ”not interested” - 2% ”if the product has
long been market” - 2% ”do not know” - 2%,”none”- 2%.
What is the fact you might have to convince yourself to buy your product is environmentally friendly?
No one
I do not know
Product on the market for a long time
Not interested
Personally enjoyed
Date of manufacture
Composition
On the advice of friends
Local producer
The presence of the distinguishing sign

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
5%
2%
16%
35%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Figure 12. Answers to girls aged 18 to 30 years to the question ”What is the fact you might have to convince
yourself to buy your product is environmentally friendly?”, %
Thus, the responses indicate that the presence of a distinctive mark convinces the majority of consumers that the
product is truly ecological. Therefore, our thesis is that eco-labeling is an effective marketing tool, which is right
and demands the implementation in practice.
Based on the answers to the question ”What kind of eco-labels do you know?” It is clear that the majority of
consumers do not own environmental literacy and do not know no one eco-labeling (33%), this conclusion is
based on the answers that are displayed in Figure 13 20% interviewed respondents know labeled ”contains GMO”
and 2% - know the "Blue Angel”. The rest of the respondents answered this formulation (GOST -10%
eco-product - 2%, Eco-label - 2%, W-2%, green leaves - 2%, tetra-park - 3%, Bio - 2%), which allow us to say
that consumers are confused about the concept of ecological product. This fact is hindering the development of
the market for environmental products.

What kind of eco-labels do you know?
Eco
Tetra Park
Green leaves
Eco-label
Eco-product
TU
GOST
Blue Angel
Non-GMO
I do not know

2%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
10%
2%
20%
29%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Figure 13. Answers to girls aged 18 to 30 years to the question ”What kind of eco-labels do you know?”, %
In the last two issues identified media, most often used by consumers, especially the Internet resources.
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What the media you use most ?
Magazines, newspapers
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Figure 14. Answers to girls aged 18 to 30 years to the question ”What the media you use most?”, %
Responses reflected in Figure 14, shown is the fact that all respondents use the Internet as a means of
information (100%), which should be considered when selecting advertising media planning and marketing
strategy to promote. Next in Figure 15-16 represent the detailed answers to the most frequently used Internet
resources, among them the most popular are the social networks, in particular social network vkontakte.com 95%.
What online resources do you visit the most often?
News sites
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20%

Thematic forums
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Figure 15. Answers to girls aged 18 to 30 years to the question “What online resources do you visit the most
often?”, %
What are the social networks you use most?
Instagram.com
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Figure 16. Answers to girls aged 18 to 30 years to the question “What are the social networks you use most?”, %
6. Discussion
The presented results of marketing research allow us to find new marketing methods and tools for the business
organization of commercial enterprise, using the environmental component of the product as the main instrument.
As a result, this will solve the problem of the study, having established a robust infrastructure of the market and
increasing the number of high-quality, eco-certified products in the Russian market of children's goods, making
it more attractive for the consumer. The main tool for solving this problem is to introduce tools for
environmental marketing.
I should say that the authors used static information from secondary sources are relatively cheap and do not
provide the specific needs of individual firms. Market research on the state of the market and consumer
preferences plays important role for the media. Unfortunately, the Russian market for environmental marketing
research there is a demand, but they have not yet received their development. An example of a secondary source
of environmental information is the fourth edition of the research report “Market ecological food in Russia and
in the world”, released marketing agency RBC. research (RBC Department of Consulting) in April 2013 (Anon,
2013). Any company can purchase this publication in order to increase awareness of the environmental market
and develop their own environmental strategy.
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However, the first step in the chain of events for promotion of organic products is to monitor consumer
preferences of the target audience through marketing research. Using the algorithm developed for monitoring
consumer preferences, the main activities of which are the “development of the questionnaire, the questionnaire”,
“choice of research”, “scheduling research”, “definition of quota sampling study”, “a study”, "presentation of the
results" may be carried out regular collection and analysis of information on the state of media and marketing on
consumers in terms of their behavior, attitudes and intentions. Information about changes in the dynamics of the
observed parameters provide a basis for the restructuring of the complex environmental marketing.
7. Conclusion
Thus, through a survey of females aged 18 to 30 years identified a number of factors shaping consumer behavior
in the market of organic products, the attitude of the modern mass market to producers of organic products, the
nature of the relationship of consumers and producers in the market, the level of environmental awareness of the
Russian population.
The main conclusions that are of particular scientific value:
1. Sports-oriented girls choose healthy foods.
2. Environmental factor when choosing products for their diet is little conclusive, but still the quality of products
affects the choice of products, in order to maintain good health, and therefore the environmental factor in the
long term is to expand its necessity.
3. Products without additives and dyes are of interest to consumers, which is of particular value in our study,
since naturalness is the main feature of ecological products.
4. “Healthy Eating” is associated with environmental products, so you can definitely use the environmental
factor in the promotion of food to children.
5. The majority of consumers care about the quality of not only food, but also some other products (cosmetics,
clothes, shoes, electronics, medicine, machinery, household cleaning products, personal hygiene products,
perfumes, household items), suggesting the need for promotion of almost every consumer group products based
on environmental factors, especially cosmetics, clothes and shoes.
6. The majority of consumers who read the composition of the product, pay attention to eco-labeling. But there
are those who do not know what the eco-labeling, indicating that the low environmental awareness of modern
Russian consumers.
7. Despite the fact that "the presence in the range of natural products (eco-friendly," bio ")" and "fresh and high
quality products," draws attention to a small number of consumers still need to consider this factor. Since ceteris
paribus at a convenient location of retail space, a wide assortment of qualified staff, affordable prices will have
decisive importance of factors such as fresh, quality products and organic foods, as competition intensifies and
intermediaries (traders) have to find new methods and a means of promoting their business and gaining
customers.
8. Despite the fact that the survey showed zero interest in online shopping, it does not diminish their appeal.
Regional stores slow but progressive pace increase their speed and gain new customers. Certainly, the success of
these stores will depend on the above factors, and the effectiveness of the advertising campaign, the development
of which it is necessary to take into account the popularity of shopping stores in the region by selecting the most
popular as advertising platforms.
9. Responses showed that most people believe that the quality and usefulness of the product is not a factor in
increasing the value of the product, so you need to develop an effective pricing policy and competently engage in
the promotion of products, justifying the increase in the cost of compelling marketing solutions.
10. The presence of the distinguishing sign convinces the majority of consumers that the product is truly
ecological. Therefore, our thesis is that eco-labeling is an effective marketing tool, which is right and demands
the implementation in practice.
11. The majority of consumers do not own environmental literacy and do not know no one eco-labeling, which is
a deterrent to the development of the market for environmental products.
12. All consumers use the Internet as a means of information that need to be considered when choosing
advertising media planning and marketing strategy to promote. The most commonly used Internet resource are
social networks, in particular social network vkontakte.com.
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